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Abstract. Bias in artificial intelligence (AI) is a critical and timely issue due to its sociological, economic and legal impact, as decisions made for humans by algorithms could lead to unfair treatment of certain individuals or groups of individuals. Multiple surveys have emerged to give a multidisciplinary overview of bias [1–3] or to review bias in applied areas such as social sciences [4–6], business research [7], criminal justice [8], or data mining [9–14]. Due to the capability of Semantic Web (SW) technologies to fulfil data validity gaps in many AI areas [15], we revise the extent to which they can contribute to bringing solutions to this problem. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no previous work to bring together bias and semantics, so we review their intersectionality following a systematic approach [16]. Consequently, we provide in-depth analysis and categorisation of different types and sources of bias addressed with semantic approaches and discuss their advantages to improve frequent limitations in AI systems. We find works in the areas of information retrieval, recommendation systems, machine and deep learning, and natural language processing, and argue through multiple use cases that semantics can help especially dealing with technical, sociological, and psychological challenges.
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1. Introduction

AI systems are widely used in society as they provide considerable benefits to both individuals and business, but their decisions have occasionally shown to reproduce or even amplify human biases [17]. There is increasingly more awareness of the problems of bias and discrimination in numerous AI applications, and the direction is consequently shifting towards pursuing, not only accurate, but ethical AI systems [18].

One of the main advantages of these systems over human intelligence is their ability to process huge amounts of data. It is clear how crucial data is for building intelligent systems that act accordingly with the intention they were designed for. It has been claimed that an algorithm is only as good as the data it works with [17]. Dealing with data validity gaps such as data being incomplete, not representative, and erroneous is one of the main challenges when building AI systems. However, other factors coming from the humans that use these systems and their interaction can propagate bias [6], so minimising these factors is a complex and fundamental task in AI system design.

The vast amount of information available in the SW has a huge potential to fill in existing gaps of AI systems, leveraging the structured formalisation of knowledge that is machine-understandable to build more realistic and fairer models. There exist examples in different areas, including machine learning and data mining, natural language processing, or social networks and media representation, in which the Semantic Web, Linked Data and Web of Data have made a significant contribution [15].

Many scholars have raised attention to the lack of consistency between the motivation and the technological solutions proposed to address bias [14]. There is
A need to conceptualise bias in terms of what system behaviours are considered harmful, in which ways, to whom, and why. The aim of this survey is to provide a review of the contribution of Semantic Web technologies in the context of bias following an in-depth conceptualisation that accounts for these dimensions. For this purpose, we refer to the existing literature to provide a categorisation at different stages of the AI processing pipeline building upon existing frameworks. This work is relevant to the SW and to the broader AI scientific communities, as bias is gaining attention in different areas including computer science, social sciences, philosophy and law [18].

We follow a systematic approach [16] to review the related literature of semantic methods for developing solutions to different biases in AI. Our main contribution in this survey is: (i) to give a comprehensive and critical overview of state-of-the-art techniques based on semantics used to identify, capture, or mitigate bias, (ii) to highlight the advantages of using different semantic approaches considering the bias type, origin, and impact, and (iii) to identify the main opportunities and pitfalls (limitations of bias evaluation methods and bias within semantic resources) in the intersectional literature of semantics and bias.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we define the SW technologies considered in this survey (conceptual semantics). In Section 3, we describe the methodology followed in the systematic literature review. Section 4 describes the semantic and bias dimensions found in this survey’s categorisation, followed by the analysis of the surveyed papers in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is a discussion of the main findings and Section 7 are some conclusion remarks.

2. Background of conceptual semantics

This survey follows the definition of semantic resources as formal, structured, and standardised data structures, which make explicit the meaning of the information by extracting the concepts and explicit relations between them [19]. In increasing order of complexity, these include taxonomies, thesauri, ontologies, knowledge bases, knowledge graphs, and the linked data.

There exist different approaches to extract the meaning of text by machines and another one commonly used is distributional semantics [20]. However, we note that distributional word embeddings, lexicon-based algorithms and similar methods that only rely on word patterns are not the focus of this work.

Taxonomies. Taxonomies are hierarchical or faceted structures that group words according to their meaning to provide a classification of concepts. For example, SKOS [19] is a common data model for sharing and linking knowledge organisation systems in the SW.

Thesauri. Thesauri add standard structured relationships and other properties to each concept, such as related and alternative terms. An example of this kind is WordNet [21], a commonly known lexical database which presents the sense of words in a relational structure.

Ontologies. Following Gruber’s definition [22], an ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation that is characterised by high semantic expressiveness required for increased complexity. A general objective is to integrate data from different sources, as ontologies must follow the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard format and are linked to the SW.

Knowledge graphs. A knowledge graph (KG) is based on a formal knowledge representation of the data as a graph, that is, a network of nodes and links representing concepts, classes, properties, relationships and entity descriptions. For example, ConceptNet [23] is an example of a KG of 1.6 million assertions of commonsense knowledge (e.g., “cooking food can be fun”, represented in the graph as <cook food> <capableOf> <be fun>).

Linked Data. Finally, we refer to Linked Open Data (LOD) as structured data available on the Web in a standard format, to be reachable and manageable by SW tools, e.g., by semantic queries [24].

Many data objects can fit in more than one of the given definitions. However, in this article we refer to various data objects according to the definition given in the corresponding source paper.

3. Survey methodology

To provide a thorough literature review, we followed the guidelines of the systematic mapping study research method [16] to conduct research that is inclusive of the key primary studies in the domain.

This section presents the methodology to plan (Section 3.1), execute (Section 3.2) and synthesise (Section 3.3) the significant works.
3.1. Planning search strategy

Specify the research questions. The motivation of this study is bias and conceptual semantics.

Regarding semantics, we investigate methods, evaluation frameworks and metrics to investigate the utility of semantics to address bias problems (Section 4.1).

Regarding bias, we identify which type of biases can appear in AI systems (Section 4.2.1). Secondly, we discuss the most common sources of bias addressed with semantics (Section 4.2.2). Finally, we explore how bias manifest to identify key challenges in AI (Section 4.2.3).

Search string and database sources The collection of relevant studies is based on an extensive keyword-based querying of the two main elements of the survey (Table 1) in two popular scholarly databases: Elsevier Scopus and ISI Web of Knowledge (WoS). We complete our search with Microsoft Academic Search and Google Scholar for a snowballing process [25].

Search string

```
TITLE-ABS-KEY('bias*' OR 'debias*')
AND
TITLE-ABS-KEY('knowledge graph*' OR 'knowledge base*' OR 'ontology' OR 'ontologies' OR 'ontological representation' OR 'ontological knowledge' OR 'thesaurus' OR 'thesauri' OR 'conceptual semantic*')
```

Table 1

List of keywords include in the string search query. TITLE-ABS-KEY refer to the title, abstract and keywords of the paper, respectively.

3.2. Search execution

We collect significant works according to specific inclusion criteria and a filtering process (Figure 1).

Inclusion criteria (IC) definition

- IC1: Papers written in English.
- IC2: Studies published in relevant journals between 2010 and 2020.
- IC3: Only papers subjected to peer review, which include published journal papers, as part of conference proceedings or workshop, and book chapters.

Filtering selection

We remove duplicates from the two databases and we filter papers in four following steps.

Source-based filter Primary studies relevant are selected from the Scopus publication sources of Computer Science, Mathematics, Engineering, Business, Decision Science and Social Sciences, and completed with WoS.

Metadata-based filter Papers are selected based on title, abstract, publication venue and publication year.

We exclude not primary studies (e.g., project proposals and literature reviews) and papers published in more than one venue. Only the latest version available, the one with most complete results, or most relevant publication venue is included.

Content-based filter We screened papers based on the introduction, conclusion, or full-text, especially in unclear studies.

The focus of this survey is to investigate SW technologies used in solutions for bias coming from an AI system, not from the users or communities. Therefore, we discard papers that lack an AI system or the use of SW technologies. For example, some works lack evidence of improving bias in the AI system (e.g., [26] did not perform any relevant experiment or vision on how to address the problem of cognitive bias in recommendation systems) or do not use semantics in their solution (e.g., [27] use knowledge graph embeddings but bias is addressed using disjoint test classes), or use knowledge bases which are not conceptual [28].

Study-selection from snowballing We include additional studies from paper citations, when the filtered papers are read in more detail.

3.3. Synthesis of the results

The last step is the categorisation of filtered papers in a data extraction form according to the analysed features defined in Section 4.

4. Dimensions of analysis

In this section, we define bias and the conceptualisation used to organise the primary research works that have emerged from the literature.

Section 4.1 presents different categories of semantic approaches (dimensions of conceptual semantic tasks). Section 4.2 defines different categories of bias according to its type (Section 4.2.1), origin (Section 4.2.2), and impact (Section 4.2.3).
4.1. Dimensions of conceptual semantic tasks

In this section, we present the three main group of works according to their use of semantics to address bias.

Identifying bias Semantics can be used to discover bias. As an example, [29] use the representation of user-item interactions in a graph to discover disparities in the recommendation quality between groups that have a different activity, e.g., due to being economically disadvantaged.

Modeling bias Semantics can be used to model bias as part of the AI system. For example, bias can reduce the performance of a system due to, e.g., limited coverage and diversity in the training data of how sentiment manifest across languages [30]. Semantics can be used to structure and capture bias to avoid misrepresentation of minority groups in the downstream applications.

Mitigating bias Finally, semantics can be used to reduce the impact of bias in AI systems. There are three main types of bias mitigation approaches [1, 4]: those focusing on changing the training data [31–38], the learning algorithm during the model generation [39–42], or the model outcomes based on a holdout set which was not involved during the training phase [29].

4.2. Bias in AI categorisation

There are many definitions of bias in AI systems but this survey follows the same definition as [4] of bias due to the heterogeneities in data, some of which we will mention below. *Data is generated by subgroups of people with their own characteristics and behaviors. These heterogeneities can bias the data. A model learned from biased data may lead to unfair and inaccurate predictions.*

In this context, we pose three questions. First, *how we can define the types of bias addressed using semantics* (Section 4.2.1). Second, *where these biases originate in the AI workflow* (Section 4.2.2). Third, *what are the challenges and how does bias impact the AI systems* (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1. Types of bias addressed with semantics

To understand the bias types, we look at the three points of view used by R.Baeza-Yates to address bias [6].

**Statistical bias.** From a statistical point of view, statistical bias is a systematic deviation of the, possibly unknown, real distribution of the variables represented in the data.

**Cognitive bias.** From a psychological perspective, cognitive bias appears due to the way humans make decisions in a subjective manner.

**Cultural bias.** From a sociological point of view, cultural bias is existing in the inclinations and beliefs in society that can reflect in the data.

4.2.2. Location of bias in the AI workflow

To understand the source of each bias, we follow Oltenau et al.’s [5] comprehensive framework of limitations and pitfalls when using data for decision-making.

**Bias at source.** The first critical point is at the data origin or source, as any bias existing at the input of an AI system will appear at least in the same way at the output. This is commonly referred as the “garbage in - garbage out” principle.

In the surveyed papers, this can be due to functional and external biases, as defined in Section 5.2.

**Bias at collection.** Next, we come across issues when collecting the data, which can happen due to inaccuracies either at the sampling, querying, or filtering processes.
Data pre-processing. Following this is the data preparation, which include errors during cleaning, annotation, or aggregation pre-processing techniques.

Data analysis. Finally, we consider issues when analysing the data, for example, due to concerns arising from the choice of a certain methodology, such as, using data as a source of hypotheses rather than a tool to test them, tailoring research based on data availability, or testing multiple hypothesis until finding a positive result.

4.2.3. Bias impact

The impact of algorithmic bias in AI systems is fundamental to quantify its scale and severity. We find examples of the main challenges identified in [5] and new challenges in some of the papers.

Population bias. Bias as the over or under representation of certain demographic groups or user characteristics.

Behavioural bias. Bias in differences on how users seek and assimilate information.

Content bias. Bias as lexical, syntactic, semantic and structural differences in the content produced by the users.

Temporal bias. Bias as variations on population behaviors over time, for example, influenced by seasonality or trends.

Two other categories are outside the scope of Olteanu et al.’s [5] framework:

Data quality. Bias impacting as data sparsity and noise.

Model overfitting. Bias that results in algorithms fit to a specific set of data points with low predictive power.

5. Analysis of results

The analysis of results is delivered in two ways. First, Section 5.1 analyses the surveyed papers according to the bias type and origin to provide an understanding of how similar bias problems affect to different AI systems.

Then, Section 5.2 discusses in more detail the SW technologies used to identify, capture or mitigate bias according to its implication in the system to provide specific methodology examples in the context of frequent limitations of AI systems that could help extrapolate them to similar problems in future research.

5.1. Bias and AI systems

We first define the different AI systems covered by in this survey, to then analyse them according to their bias type (Table 2) and origin (Table 3). A cross-table with all the dimensions of bias and semantics discussed in Section 5 is shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of bias</th>
<th>#Papers</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical bias</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>[29, 31–33, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural bias</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>[30, 35, 36, 45–47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive bias</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[34, 39, 42, 48–52]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following categories group the different AI systems covered in this survey: information retrieval (IR), recommender systems (RS), machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), natural language processing (NLP), and intelligence activity. IR refers to the group of studies that focus on methods to manage, analyze and retrieve information (e.g., images [33, 38], music [35], web documents [39, 45, 48, 49], or content in social media [40]) based on a prompt made by the user, i.e., a user’s query. In other words, these systems are used to fetch information that is relevant to what the user is searching for.

RS are aimed to discover new information to the users. Based on collecting explicit or implicit information about them, a model is build to select which items will be more likely preferred. Recommendations can be made on property similarity with past items (content-based filtering) or based on their similarity with other users' feedback that is collected from historical user-item interactions (collaborative filtering) [31], or the combination of both or other approaches to address specific issues (hybrid RS). One example of hybrid
RS that appears in the surveyed papers uses a dialog system with the content-based recommender to decide based on explicit users’ preferences, as the dialog can help with the “cold start” problem of having little information about new users [44]. Another example is knowledge-based recommendation, in which a knowledge base is used to represent user-item interactions and derive similarity metrics from the graph [29, 43].

This is similar to a KG completion problem, where new recommendations would be the prediction links in a completion task. Knowledge graph embeddings are useful for recommendation because they not only provide the vector representations of the user-item entities and relations, but can also give additional information such as their properties and entity types, as the structure and semantics of the KG is preserved.

ML groups works that use techniques based on predictive algorithms that aim to train models to learn from data and make predictions. It can be done in a supervised manner (classification tasks to, for example, predict the sense of a word [52]), or unsupervised (clustering to discover similar groups of, for instance, action concepts [47]).

DL is used to refer to a specific subgroup ML algorithms based on neural models, also known as “black-box” models (e.g., to make automatic annotation of images [32], or in text classification tasks [46]).

NLP is used to comprise the broad area that aims to enable computers to understand natural language data (from the extraction of relevant information from text data [37, 42], to more specific tasks, such as opinion mining and sentiment analysis tasks [30, 34, 41], or detecting hate speech [36]).

Intelligence activity. Finally, we refer as intelligence activity to group two groups that develop an AI system to support the search, interpretation, selection and display of information to draw conclusions from masses of data [50, 51].

Then, we introduce different AI system problems and how semantics have helped on each case, presenting the works by similarity of statistical (5.1.1), cultural (5.1.2), and cognitive (5.1.3) bias type and source.

5.1.1. Statistical bias

Statistical bias is defined as a systematic deviation of the, possibly unknown, real distribution of the variables represented in the data, which results from an inaccurate estimation or sampling process.

Statistical bias was found to emerge:

1. **At source due to a functional bias** (Section 5.1.1.1): restrictions given by the design of each AI system, e.g., the introduction of new features affects the use of previous ones and shapes the user behaviour [29, 31, 43].

2. **At collection during querying** (Section 5.1.1.2): due to possible data loss or bias in the resulting dataset, e.g., caused by the lack of expressivity or an incorrect query formulation [33, 38, 40, 44].

3. **At the data pre-processing during annotation** (Section 5.1.1.3): manual or semi-automatic annotations can exacerbate existing biases or introduce new biases, e.g., noisy labels due to poorly designed annotation guidelines [32, 37].

4. **At the data pre-processing during aggregation** (Section 5.1.1.4): resulting from the process of assembling to structure, organise, represent or transform data, for example, to increase the potential for inferring new facts [41].

5.1.1.1. Bias at source (functional bias) Bias at source due to a functional bias is addressed in 3 different RS [29, 31, 43].

Collaborative RS. System in [31] is a matrix factorization algorithm, and semantics are used to deal with the small fraction of negative samples in the data, as most interactions in collaborative filtering are implicit positive feedback (e.g., clicks, purchases). Items related to the ones from the positive interactions are assumed to be more likely to be known to the user and, therefore, to be true negatives. Using a KG could provide high-quality negative samples, i.e., informative (their introduction has a significant change in the model parameters), and factual (they are true negatives, as the user has known them before, but did not choose them).

Knowledge-based Collaborative RS. Semantics are used to reduce the bias and performance disparity in the system in [29] due to dominance of the data from the most active over the less active users (e.g., economically disadvantaged users), which causes less visibility of their historic user-item interaction data. A KG is used to model explicitly the recommendations in the form of reasoning paths and to impose fairness across users using the user-item path distributions to quantify richness (number of graph patterns of each user) and evenness (relative importance of each pattern across users).

Hybrid RS. A KG is used to model user-item interactions in [43] to reduce bias against less popular items due to the predominant interaction of users with only the few most popular items. The methodology is based on hybrid property-specific subgraphs,
that is, vector representations of the user and item entities considering one property at a time to model feedback accounting for only meaningful interaction similarities between their semantic properties. Considering only property-specific vector representations allowed to model subproperty specific interactions (e.g., movies being related in terms of starring actors even if not having the same subject), which could improve overall recommendation specially in data with low popularity bias in terms of serendipity (precision of recommended items after discarding the obvious ones) and novelty (precision of items that are unknown, as they are part of the long-tail of the catalog).

5.1.1.2. Bias at collection (querying) Bias at collection due to querying is addressed in a novel end-to-end framework consisting on a hybrid RS [44], and 2 different IR systems for image retrieval [33, 38] and information retrieval in social media [40].

Hybrid RS. The system in [44] is based on a content-based RS linked to a dialog system which uses a KG to deal with bias due to the limited representation of the user's preferences to only the items mentioned in the dialog. Their framework propagates entities to a KG to compute similarity between user with items not yet mentioned, to enrich the user’s preference representation and generate more consistent responses in the dialog system.

Image Retrieval. A KG is used in a sentence-based image retrieval in [38] (pre-trained model of visual word detectors trained in a large-scale annotated images) to reduce bias due to the restricted vocabulary of the visual word detectors to only the captions in the training data. The relations from the KG with other concepts helps to trigger related visual detectors to return more relevant queries. On the other hand, general knowledge semantic resources are used in [33] to deal with bias due to complex natural language queries in a keyword-based image retrieval system. The set of concept names and properties of the image caption and query are extracted from the graph to raise accuracy of queries that include broad concepts.

Information retrieval. Similarly, two domain-specific ontologies are used in [40] to represent the data more explicitly to reduce parsing mistakes when dealing with understanding of knowledge across different domains. A semantic indexing categorizes the information according to relevant domain categories to produce more relevant results.

5.1.1.3. Data pre-processing (annotation) Data pre-processing bias due to annotation is addressed in DL neural models used for automatic image captioning [32], and natural language understanding for robots [37].

Image Captioning. Semantics are used in [32] to enrich the word context vector of the detected objects in an automatic encoder (Recurrent-Convolutional Neural Network, R-CNN) - decoder (Long Short-Term Memory, LSTM) image captioning framework to boost the process of visual attention of out-of-training words. KG information is useful to describe implicit intentions with new entities (e.g., a “woman standing with her luggage” next to a sign, we can speculate she can be waiting for the bus) that can generate more meaningful automatic annotations.

Natural Language Understanding. A common-sense KB is used in [37] to reveal and reduce inconsistencies in an LSTM model used as a semantic parser for natural language understanding for robots due to the small, domain-specific training corpus. Shifts of the model towards undesired behaviours (i.e., giving attention to the incorrect words of the sentence) could be reduced to some extent using examples of sentences that are different but involve the same action from the external resource.

5.1.1.4. Data pre-processing (aggregation) Data pre-processing bias due to aggregation is addressed in NLP for a new sentiment value propagation method [41].

Sentiment Value Propagation. Bias of the system in [41] is due to the imbalance between positive and negative seeds of the training data that are used to infer sentiment values to other concepts, and gradually leads new values to shift towards the average value. A bias correction step is proposed to align sentiment values to the mean and standard deviation that can be computed from an external source with all the concepts in a manually annotated sentiment dictionary (Affective Norms for English Words) to prevent new concepts to shift this value towards the dominant polarity.

5.1.2. Cultural bias

Cultural bias is already existing in inclinations to our shared personal beliefs or issues in society that can sneak into the data that is being used and learned by the AI system. As it is the reflection of historical or social inequalities in AI, it has also been commonly referred as historical bias.

Cultural bias was found to emerge:

1. At source due to an external bias (Section 5.1.2.1): influence of factors outside the AI sys-
tem such as socioeconomic status, education, privacy concerns, language, personality and culture influences can affect the reliability and/or representativeness of the data, e.g., the social context is reflected in the dataset and limits the generalizability of the conclusions that can be drawn from it [30, 36, 45–47].

2. At collection during sampling (Section 5.1.2.2): data sampled is not representative of the whole population, e.g., sample size is too small and does not follow the distribution of the real population [35].

5.1.2.1. Bias at source (external bias) Bias at source due to an external bias is addressed in IR for information retrieval from web text snippets and quotations from online news sources [45]. In a ML clustering analysis to provide a novel action conceptualisation [47]. Finally, in DL text classification algorithms for hate speech detection (CNN) [36] and 4 general binary classification problems (CNN and recurrent bi-directional LSTM) [46], and an image sentiment prediction model (CNN) [30].

Web Information Retrieval. Semantics are used in [45] to identify media political bias, i.e., different presentation of information due to the reporter’s own opinion and perceptions. The system allows to structure this information so news media outlets reporting biased stories can be identified using visualization techniques (e.g., heatmaps over polarities of opinions extracted from each news media on the same topic).

Clustering. A multilingual ontology is used in the clustering in [47] to capture concepts of the action domain in a common space that is inclusive to their interpretation in different languages. As there is a language-specific understanding of which verbs trigger a certain action, an ontology of action videos is used to identify groups of verbs by action type (by "typological closeness") that are language independent and thus constitute an inter-linguistic classification action domain.

Text Classification. Semantics are used in [36] to reduce bias due to an over-generalised belief about a particular group of people that leads to an imbalance in the training data that cause the model to shift towards incorrect predictions for these groups. External semantic information is used to generalise text referring to disadvantaged groups to counteract for their higher error rate. Besides, semantics are used to describe the domain of influential features in different text classification tasks in [46] to capture biased model preferences imposed by the training data (e.g., a painter not being likely to be in an exposition due to its nationality) in the form of predictive rules. A rule-based ML method over the KG can discover predictions made by the model on the grounds of protected input attributes due to learned shortcut correlations in the training data.

Image Sentiment Analysis. An ontology is build in [30] to capture language-biased sentiment adjectives due to the different cultural interpretations of sentiment and emotion in images. The ontology is used to achieve an dataset for visual sentiment analysis with a wider coverage and diversity of visual affect across 12 different languages to avoid biased downstream tasks to one predominant culture interpretation.

5.1.2.2. Bias at collection (sampling) Bias at collection due to sampling is addressed in an IR methodology to integrate cultural context in a music information retrieval system [35].

Music Information Retrieval. Information from the linked open data is proposed in [35] to reduce bias towards mainly market-driven popular music due to most data in commercial music platforms with lack of diversity and culture-agnostic. A multimodal knowledge base is proposed to enrich music audios with knowledge extracted from semantic web technologies to better contextualise them and reveal non-trivial, deeper relations between music entities that can improve similarity measures for music discovery and recommendation.

5.1.3. Cognitive bias

Cognitive bias is defined as a systematic error due to the way humans process and interpret information. The effect of this subjectivity impacts their behavior, the way they make decisions and their judgements.

Cognitive bias was found to emerge:

1. At source due to an external bias (Section 5.1.3.1) [49].
2. At source due to a functional bias (Section 5.1.3.2) in [39, 48].
3. At the data pre-processing during annotation (Section 5.1.3.3) [34, 42, 52].
4. At the data analysis at inference and prediction (Section 5.1.3.4): errors when drawing conclusions beyond the dataset under analysis [50, 51].

5.1.3.1. Bias at source (external bias) Bias at source due to an external bias is addressed in an IR new method to perform sentiment analysis on web search queries [49].
**Information Retrieval.** A thesaurus, SentiWordNet, is used in [49] to predict sentiment of user’s search queries to identify bias about polarised and opinionated topics. Identifying this type of biased content improves quality of query recommendation in the long-tail by suggesting less popular queries with aligned sentiment to improve results relevance, and queries with opposite sentiment to improve diversity of opinions.

5.1.3.2. **Bias at source (functional bias)** Bias at source due to a functional bias is addressed in IR to investigate ranking and sorting bias in search engine functionalities [39, 48].

**Web Information Retrieval.** A Knowledge Graph Box is incorporated in the search engine’s interface [39] to counter for the human’s heuristic subjective processing of information. Two features are integrated into the search interface, a knowledge box with comprehensible factual information and a warning message, to improve user’s knowledge and attitude towards a specific controversial topic (e.g., vaccination). The user’s exposed to factual information were significantly more knowledgeable, less skeptical of vaccination and more critical of information quality than the ones without any KG box information after a web search simulation. Similarly, a KG as a visualisation interface was compared to a general hierarchical tree in [48] to explore and understand the influence of the presentation of search results. Their qualitative research reveals that the KG interface supports exploratory search in viewing source documents fewer times and faster without reducing quality and user satisfaction of the gathered information.

5.1.3.3. **Bias at collection (annotation)** Bias at collection due to annotation is addressed in a ML word sense disambiguation (WSD) task in [52], and in NLP sentiment analysis for opinion mining in [34] and information extraction [42].

**Word Disambiguation.** Bias of subjective manual annotations is investigated in [52]. They compare the precision of two lexicographers to a supervised word sense disambiguation algorithm, using the scenario in which context (i.e., the set of neighboring words that provide domain information) is the gold standard. WordNet and Corpus-dependent parameters provide context in the supervised approach. Their study shows that context is paramount for this task, specially for humans, as the absence of it tends to shift towards the most frequent sense of a word and leaves the annotator in an indecisive state.

**Sentiment Analysis.** To deal with bias of annotations in subjective tasks, a thesaurus is used in [34] to provide an additional score in sentiment classification of reviews that can be prone to mixed opinions and the use of complex language. Difficult writing patterns of the reviewers and their use of subjective language can bias the classification results, so the semantic resource can alleviate this problem relying of more objective information.

**Information Extraction.** An ontology is build in [42] to deal with subjective interpretations of the mathematical models used to explain weather conditions (e.g., maps, graphs, or textual information). They develop a proprietary ontological model to compare worded forecasts (subjective to mood, fatigue, and humor) with analytical information to assess how truthful the forecasts are. The system is able to detect important events in the text and describe the semantics and linguistic information about different atmospheric variables, to compare the numerical values of their properties with the observation data.

5.1.3.4. **Data analysis (inference and prediction)** Data analysis bias due to inference and prediction is addressed in intelligent analysis of the Intelligence Cycle [51] (planning and direction, collection, processing and exploitation, analysis and production, dissemination and integration, and evaluation and feedback), and Intelligence Analysis [50] (discovery of evidence, hypothesis, and arguments in the scientific method framework) due to the impartial judgment of human simplified information processing, as defined by Heuer [53].

**Intelligence Cycle.** CBOntology is developed in [51] to support assessment and reduce bias in intelligence work. The principle of this application ontology is based on using the principles and rules of consistent and predictable cognitive patterns to render them explicitly and support users in intelligence activity tasks. To this aim, they extract expert knowledge from a taxonomy of several thousand intelligence activities and capture more than 400 classes of cognitive biases based on string, semantic, logical, and topological matching similarity of existing ontologies.

**Intelligence Analysis.** TIACRITIS is a domain KB developed in [50] with a different approach that uses semantic technologies to represent all the reasoning steps, evidence, probabilistic assessments and assumptions in a collaborative effort of several analysts teams to recognise well-known analysts’ biases and advice the user to counter for them.
5.2. Bias impact and use of semantics

Section 5.2 aims to provide a higher-level analysis, by discussing in more detail the semantic methodologies to address the bias problems introduced in Section 5.1 considering frequent bias implications in AI systems (Table 4). We only include in Table 4 the studies that use an external semantic resource, not those one building one for their particular needs [29, 30, 39, 48, 50, 51].

We select the most appropriate papers from each bias category. First, [36, 45–47] as bias due to an external factor and [31, 43] as functional bias, as they provide semantic methods that outperform alternative approaches. Second, [35] as sampling and [38, 44] at querying, as their methods are tested across a wider variety of samples. Third, [32, 37] as bias in annotation, as they are the least specific to one problem of the system and therefore can be more representative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual semantics dimension</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying bias</td>
<td>FrameNet</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YAGO</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capturing bias</td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGACT</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wikidata</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating bias</td>
<td>FrameNet</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WordNet</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ConceptNet</td>
<td>[32, 38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freebase</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

Paper classification (n = 11) that use an external semantic resource to address bias according to their dimension of conceptual semantics, as defined in Section 4.1.

Population bias One of the most common implications of bias is the over- or under-representation of certain demographics or other user characteristics in the dataset used with respect to a target population. Some common issues happen when using data in which user demographics are not equally represented, due to the type of platform different users are more prone to use, or the way mechanisms within the same platform (e.g., the use of hashtags in Twitter) vary across groups. The use of unreliable proxy populations can compromise the whole system.

We find semantic approaches to identify [29], capture [35, 46], and mitigate [36] this bias.

Capturing population bias in [46] is based on association rule-mining over Wikidata entities that correspond to the influential tokens of the input data. Bias is captured in the predicted rules over concepts and properties of the KG, and appear in the form of counter-intuitive predictions, or predictions that were based on sensitive data. A second example is Koduri et al. [35], where cultural context of music recordings is captured providing contextual features extracted from the Linked Open Data (LOD) through Open Information Extraction (Open IE) from unstructured data at web-scale. Using context-based features in combination with the content-based features (extracted from the audio recordings) can be used to model culturally-relevant similarity measures, such as biographical information or social connections of two artists with similar singing patterns, and create what they called a culturally sound navigation space that is more relevant to the cultural background of the music.

Identifying population bias in [29] is based on deriving fairness metrics from the KG to impose diversity in recommendation, as there are underrepresented users due to activity disparities. Fairness constrains based on user-item interaction paths (path score and diversity score) can be used as a model regularisation parameter, to mitigate less quality and explanation diversity of users with less historical data.

Mitigating population bias in [36] is based a preprocessing technique of the training data. WordNet is used for data correction based on the replacement of words that refer to disadvantaged communities with their higher-level hierarchical words (i.e, hypernyms) to balance their distribution in the training data. The abstraction of knowledge can reduce the disproportion of false positives in the communities represented by these words that is caused by the huge amount of hateful content that has been generated against these communities.

Content bias We refer to lexical, syntactic, semantic and structural differences in the content produced by the users, which depends on factors such as the use of language being different across countries, contextual factors influencing how users talk, the difference in content between "expert" and regular users, or the propensity of certain populations to talk about certain topics.

We find semantic approaches to capture bias due to the use of language across countries [30, 47].

Capturing content bias in [30] relies on an ontology to capture differences in how visual affect is ex-
pressed and perceived across languages. They proof that there are indeed distinctions by comparing performance of fine-tuned language-specific models in a task to predict sentiment in an image dataset that has been collected using ANPs of another language. Namely, they can use this multilingual unified ontology to evaluate to which extend the visual sentiment of a given language can be predicted by sentiment models trained in other languages. Another example is an ontology of video actions (IMAGACT) used as a video-based disambiguation framework for a clustering algorithm in [47]. IMAGACT is used to derive a similarity matrix to categorise action concepts which are not language-specific, i.e., biased to a particular language. This interlinguistic clustering domain is possible through the annotation of the ontology video prototypes with verbs in ten different languages, which can be used to perform clustering of action concepts using their multilingual lexical features.

**Behavioural bias** Behaviour disparities can appear in a wide range of user actions, including how they connect and interact with each other, how they seek information, and how they create content. How users communicate with each other is influenced, e.g., by their shared relationship, how they find and interact with content depends in their interest, expertise, and information needs; and how they create content is defined by their self-selection bias towards what, when and how they choose to create it.

We find two semantic approaches to mitigate bias due to the way users seek for information, and how they process it [39, 48].

**Mitigating behavioural bias** in [39] is approached changing the search environment with a manipulated version of Google’s knowledge graph box. A box containing a summary of the related topic extracted from Wikidata was made visible to participants to mitigate their deficient processing of health information found in Google. Furthermore, the effect of the search interface in how users find and interact with content is explored in [48]. A post-test evaluation is conducted to show how the presentation of results using a KG (constructed using an Open IE system) or a hierarchical tree affect information seeking. Their study reveals that user’s leaning towards a particular spatial representation is a affected by their exploration needs, i.e., a KG interface is more useful when users are searching for specific, and not new, information.

**Temporal bias** Variations on population behaviors change over time due to, e.g., non-stationary patterns of participation on certain topics that can be triggered by current trends, seasonality, or other engineered efforts such as marketing campaigns.

We find a semantic approach to identify bias due the different perspectives over time of news reporters on the same event [45].

**Identifying temporal bias** in [45] uses semantics to acquire candidate opinions, in particular, to extract the opinion holder from the collected texts. For this purpose, they used YAGO to perform entity recognition and map each holder to a canonical name. Holders, topics, and opinions are stored in triples that can be used to compare and identify biased news reports.

**Data quality bias** Two main issues regarding data are sparsity and noise. We find examples of bias that results as sparse dataset, when few over all possible elements are captured in it. This results in a dataset that is easy to analyse on the "head" (frequent elements), but not on the "tail". On the other hand, noise is due to incomplete, corrupted, or datasets with erroneous content.

We find semantic approaches to mitigate bias that exhibits in data sparsity, as less popular items are more difficult to mine [43], and mitigate bias manifested as missing data, as negative feedback is not collected to be used by the RS [31].

**Mitigating sparsity bias** in [43] collects feedback separately for each property of the user/item DBpedia’s entity to improve recommendation, as the vector representation of the property-specific subgraph embedding used to compute the similarity metrics between entities is taking into account the meaning of each property. Thus, the recommendation accuracy of less popular items improves.

**Mitigating noise bias** in [31] builds a negative sampler based on reinforcement learning over Freebase co-trained with the RS to infer a negative sample for each user-item interaction data. This demonstrated to improve the top-K recommendation and preference ranking tasks metrics of seven baseline methods, which were also using KGs, but only to leverage positive signals.

**Model overfitting** Bias can manifest in model overfitting, due to algorithms being fit to a specific set of data points that have, as a result, very low predictive power, i.e., they make substantial errors when predicting out-of-training data points.
We find that semantics have been used to capture [44], identify [37], and mitigate [32, 37, 38] bias.

**Capturing model overfitting** in [44] is based on a pre-processing approach to capture users’ interests with the propagation of items of the training data to DBPedia to expand their feature vector representation. A relational graph convolutional network (R-GCN) is used to encode structural and relational information of the neighboring nodes in the KG of the mentioned items that are already part of the training data, to enable the RS to consider the importance of items and non-item entities in the recommendation.

**Identifying model overfitting** in [37] is based on annotating data with FrameNet, to check inconsistency of the black-box model. This is done by detecting misalignment between the words of a sentence with a higher value in the model’s attention layer, and the lexical unit for that sentence (that corresponds to the action triggered from that sentence in FrameNet). Based on an error analysis, they reveal latent patterns that the model follow that are completely unrelated to the linguistic theory, as the model gives higher attention to recurrent words that are not discriminatory in the respective sentence.

**Mitigating model overfitting** in [37] is done using a statistical correction strategy based on data augmentation. Examples from FrameNet, used as gold standard, are introduced in the training data to make the model more consistent with the Frame Semantics theory and help it to generalise beyond the training corpus. Differently, [32, 38] follow probability-based approaches to estimate the likelihood of out-of-training words ("undetectable words") to be on an image based on their semantic relations with other entities extracted from ConceptNet (CN). In [38], this problem is assessed in an image retrieval task, by extending the metric used in the object detector’s aggregation function to account for words that are directly connected on the graph. In [32], a similar approach is assessed in an automatic captioning framework. Semantically related words of the objects detected in the image are injected into the output of the caption generator (LSTM layer), to augment the probability of some latent meaningful words that can allow for better generalisation.

6. Discussion

We use the proposed bias conceptualisation in a wide range of AI systems in Section 5 to bring to a discussion how successful the use of semantics to address bias in AI has been in the last decade (Section 6.1), how these methods relate to the literature of bias and fairness (Section 6.2), and the current limitations of existing approaches (Section 6.3).

![Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of studies in the time under scope (top). Frequency distribution according to the bias source as analysed in Section 5.2 (bottom). Abbreviations: LOD (Linked Open Data), KG (Knowledge Graph), Source (Bias at source), Collect (Bias at collection), Preproc (Data pre-processing), Proc (Data analysis).](image)

**6.1. How beneficial are semantic resources to address bias in AI?**

In general, from the tables extracted from the literature we have the following findings:

- The work done to capture and mitigate bias using semantics has been more prominent than to identify them.
- As seen in Fig. 2, semantic resources have been used to address bias at different stages of the AI pipeline, especially to deal with bias at the data source.
- KGs have notably been used in the past year. ConceptNet [32, 33, 38, 41], DBpedia [43, 44], Wikidata [39, 46], Freebase [31], and YAGO [45] are the most common KGs.
Classification of papers according to the bias type and origin and the semantic goal and resource. Bias type: statistical (ST), cultural (CU), and cognitive (CO). Semantics: identify (ID), mitigate (MI), capture (CA). Semantic resources: linked open data (LOD), knowledge graph (KG). AI systems: RS, recommender system; IR, information retrieval; NLP, natural language processing; ML, machine learning; DL, deep learning; IA, intelligence activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias type</th>
<th>Bias source</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>AI</th>
<th>Semantic resource</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td></td>
<td>[31, 43]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Querying</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Thesauri, KG</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>[33, 38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotation</td>
<td>ID/MI</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Thesauri</td>
<td></td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td></td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Ontology</td>
<td></td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Thesauri</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>LOD</td>
<td></td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Thesauri</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td></td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotation</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Thesauri</td>
<td></td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Thesauri</td>
<td></td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On this basis, we argue the advantages of semantics in the following paragraphs.

**Dealing with technical challenges.** Semantics help with sampling bias in the training data. We have seen that KGs are particularly useful in RS to deal with imbalance in the sample data, due to differences in users’ activity (disparities in the user data), item popularity (disparity in the item interactions), or type of feedback (of positive or negative samples). RS used similarity measures between entity [29] and property [43] paths to improve accuracy given imbalance of user and item data, respectively, and using neighbor entities as negative samples to deal with this missing data [31].

Furthermore, **neural models** have also benefited from semantics to deal with unintended bias of small and domain-specific samples. To expand knowledge from ground-truth annotations in the training data, related entities in the KG relevant for the task (automatic image annotation [32], neural propagation for recommendation [44], or image retrieval [38]) can be injected into the neural feature vector representations [32, 44] or as features to compute the score of the neural model [38]. Another approach is to increase the training data size using examples of a semantic resource as ground-truth annotations [37].

**Dealing with sociological challenges.** Semantics help with representation bias in the training data. Even if the sampling process is correct to fulfill the technical requirements of the AI system, data can indeed be not representative of some minority populations that are not as well represented as the general population.

- Ontologies can provide a common space for representation that is inclusive to different cultures, if using language as a proxy [30, 47].
- KGs can be populated with the training data to capture data disparities that reflect social issues, due to historical disadvantages [46], or bias due to the media sources [45].
- Semantic information is a mean to enrich multimedia data to capture its cultural context [35].
– Semantics can help correcting misrepresentations in data. For example, to correct for generalised beliefs and stereotypes in society, higher-level semantic information can be used to provide fairer distributions of disadvantaged communities and balance their data used in the AI task [36].

**Dealing with psychological challenges.** Finally, semantics can help with bias in the interpretation of the data shown to the user, especially when searching for information. KGs have been an advantageous search interface to counteract human’s heuristic processing of information and mitigate impaired judgment and decision-making when drawing conclusions from huge amounts of data [39, 48].

In conclusion, we can say from a general point of view that semantics are useful in capturing bias.

– They can provide a richer representation of data, through which bias can be captured in the form of spurious correlations and relations extracted from patterns on the graph that would otherwise not be seen [46].

– Semantics can be used to extract contextual knowledge from the instances in the data, or additional properties and relations with instances outside the scope of the collected data [35, 43, 44, 46].

– The structure of the knowledge representation in ontologies can be useful to model bias due to different language interpretations [30, 47].

Semantics are also useful to mitigate bias:

– Ranking and sorting biases can be reduced by providing a structured representation of search results [39, 48].

– Semantics can reduce detrimental effects of data imbalances by adding related features [32, 38] or samples [31, 37], or correcting the features included in the dataset to account for bias [36].

**6.2. How can these methods be framed in the literature of methods to address bias?**

To discuss with more detail the strengths of semantic approaches, we group the works according to common methods used in the bias literature.

**Imposing fairness metrics.** Fairness metrics are one of the most prominent and established approaches in the current state of algorithmic fairness, to avoid biases and discrimination arising from the data or the algorithms in use. These methods rely on the use of measures that evaluate the outcome of the system in relation to some sensitive or protected attributes that should not impact the decision. However, to date there is not a universal understanding on how the notion of fairness should be defined. We see this in [4] and many other works, as there is a long list of fairness metrics and each one should be used depending on the application.

In the scope of this survey, we found an example of a fairness-aware algorithm in [29]. They proposed a post-processing approach relying on two fairness metrics to avoid individual and group discrimination of less active and disadvantages users. Their metrics were extracted from the path in KG used to represent the user-item interactions, and imposed in the ranking method used to calculate the relevance score of the user-item pairs. Group fairness is measured with the diversity score of the user-item path distributions, measured with the Simpson’s Index of Diversity. Individual fairness relies on inequality dispersion in terms of consumption or income distribution, measured with the Gini coefficient.

However, the majority of semantic approaches found in this survey address bias from a pre-processing approach, that is, by looking into the data independently from the model. We introduce them in the subsequent paragraphs.

**Dataset augmentation.** Dataset augmentation is based in statistical correction through the increase of samples in the dataset. Methods in this category are based in pre-processing the data by adding new sampled data to deal with, for example, imbalanced distributions, or small, domain-specific datasets. General pre-processing approaches aim to modify the training set before learning to avoid discrimination by suppression (removing the attributes most correlated to the sensitive attribute), massaging (changing the labels of sensitive samples according to their class probability), or reweighting (giving higher weights to features from the sensitive group that are assigned a positive label) [13]. Nevertheless, from them one common approach in the literature for bias mitigation is the concept of preferential sampling, based on over- or undersampling samples from the sensitive groups with a higher probability given to borderline objects, that is, the ones with higher impact in the decision.

An example of studies that fall into this category are [31, 37].
1. Data resampling. One possible approach is to resample from the data. In [31], a negative sampler based on a KG is used to infer negative samples from the mapped positive ones, to balance the interaction data and deal with the one-class problem (e.g., only having positive feedback in e-commerce systems). This approach is using the information from an external source to complete missing information by drawing conclusions over the known sampled data, such as items close to the positive samples being negative feedback, due to a higher probability of being known by the user.

2. Data augmentation. Another approach to deal with representativeness issues in data is based on increasing the number of samples from an external source. This can be useful in situations where there are disproportions between instances, to achieve a balance between the classes. In the surveyed papers, we found an example of a statistical correction approach in [37]. Examples from a semantic resource were added to the dataset to provide it with more samples with correct annotations in order to reduce mispredictions of the model due to spurious biases in the training data.

Data enrichment. On the other hand, data enrichment methods are also based on pre-processing data to improve representativeness, but these do not increase the dataset size, but expand the features of the instances that are already part of the dataset. We found different alternatives to pre-process features, depending on which and how features are expanded.

1. Contextual enrichment. Features can be used to improve generalisation of a dataset by providing more context. Contextual enrichment is based on using additional information of the features from semantic resources to increase the feature space with properties of the features, so that content is more general and applicable in similar tasks. There exist many examples of the previous, e.g., to generalise the type of events [54–56], topics [57], and vocabulary words used in a social platform [58]. In the scope of the surveyed papers, [35] provide context to the music data to derive meaningful similarity measures that are not only popularity driven. The main problem of these methods is noise due to the introduction of a large number of uninformative features [54].

2. Sub-graph pattern mining. Another type of features which can be used are those relying on sub-graph pattern mining. Similarly to the previous, paths extracted from a representation of the features in a KG can be used to include more meaningful information into the model. For example, these semantic graph patterns have been used to identify events in text [59], or patterns of radicalisation [57]. In this survey, graph features have been useful to capture bias due to spurious input data correlations based on sensitive information or against common sense, by using association rule mining over the path patterns [46], and property specific graphs in [43] to improve similarity measures of entities that are less popular and have few data.

3. Probabilistic-based approaches. Finally, we mention probabilistic-based approaches to expand the features in neural vector representations using the knowledge extracted from a KG. These methods aim to estimate the likelihood in neural feature representations when dealing with out-of-training features. For example, KG relations can be used to estimate the weights of the features in a neural network to augment the probability of latent relations useful for automatic image captioning [32], to expand the neural feature vector recommendation with similar entities to the ones in training data [44], or to change the score of the neural network to expand the range of "detectable" words beyond the training set [38].

Data correction. Data correction approaches maintain the same number of samples and features, but change the information they represent to account for bias.

We highlight the concept of Semantic Abstraction that is applied in several studies. Using the upper-level concept of some dimensions that are not relevant to the algorithmic task (e.g., temporal, location [60, 61], or type of event), we can train more generalisable models, without dealing with the problem of noise in feature augmentation methods. In the surveyed papers, [36] is an example of abstraction of knowledge. To retract the classifier of information that is not appropriately represented in the data, these tokens are replaced by a more general token to reduce the misrepresentation and reduce adverse outcomes towards that particular concept as, for example, being incorrectly classified as a hateful post.
6.3. What challenges are encountered in the existing methods?

Although there are promising directions to improve the problem of bias in AI using semantics, we should consider the current limitations.

Evaluation variability. First, in the papers included most relevant to the current concerns of bias and discrimination in AI, semantics are mostly used to capture and mitigate bias. However, there exists a great variability in how these debiasing strategies are evaluated. There are two evaluation approaches in the studies:

1. User-based evaluation, which involves techniques based on the user participation in the system through experimental or observational methods, questionnaires or interviews [39, 47, 48].

2. Baseline assessment, which is based on using benchmark datasets, or algorithmic metrics, as a baseline or starting point, so that progress can be assessed and comparisons can be made.

Baseline automatic evaluation in the survey is generally implicit in the performance metrics of the general model. These include general ranking metrics such as recall, precision, F1, and ndcg (normalized discounted cumulative gain) of the top-K ranked items [29, 31, 43, 44], in neural networks accuracy and recall in text [37, 46] and image [30, 38] classification, or BLEU (n-gram precision) and METEOR (sentence evaluation) [32] metrics for automatic annotation tasks.

Only some studies account specifically for formal definitions of fairness metrics [29, 36, 43]. For example, in recommendation Fu et al. [29] show how different weights in the parameters of the fairness scores used to re-rank the results in terms of diversity and inequality affect the overall model performance, and [43] account for fairness more explicitly in the ranking by measuring performance in terms of serendipity and novelty. In [36], they investigate the trade-off between the accuracy of the classifier and a evaluation of the bias mitigation strategy of bias against systematic preferences in performance in different demographic groups, presumably due to challenges of fairness in society. The metric was based on a threshold-agnostic metric to provide a nuanced view on how the classifier’s score distribution varied across designated groups [62]. These metrics, originally based in the ROC−AUC across demographic groups and tested in a synthetically generated dataset with balanced class distributions across them, were further evaluated in a more realistic dataset in [63, 64] to provide more robust evaluations. These bias metrics have been used to audit AI systems to prevent, for example, mysogyny [65], bias against victim [66], or disability [67] communities.

However, there is to date an ongoing discussion on how to provide not only datasets, but metrics that can be used as benchmark for bias mitigation.

– In many cases, evaluation is based on accounting for demographic information, but it should account for several form of bias in the existing models beyond those social categories that have been considered as sensitive by the US protected attributes convention [68].

– The evaluation of bias mitigation methods using semantics fall even back to this problem and require a more critical evaluation rather than only measuring the performance of the general model. This approach only captures the features that are observed in the data, the "observed" space. In principle, bias mitigation methods should aim to reduce discrepancies of this space with the features that constitute the desired basis for decision making, the "construct" space. However, this space may be not well captured leaving to the impossibility of the "fair" distribution. However, this "fair" distribution may not be well captured while being relevant to the prediction [69].

Bias within semantic resources. Secondly, we need to mention that it can not be assumed that semantic resources are free of bias, as these are prone to several limitations.

– Bias due to the data and methods that have been used to build them. For example, gender and demographic bias can seek into the automatic generated KBs due to the systematic exclusion of these groups by the neural relation extraction and named entity recognition systems that are used to automatically construct them [70, 71]. As a result, social bias can impact the downstream applications, as shown in [72] study of knowledge graph embeddings extracted from Wikidata.

– Bias due the lack of representativeness, redundancy, low coverage and noise. This has been argued in the most relevant and used resources, including DBpedia [73, 74] and Wikidata [75], Freebase [76], ConceptNet [77], WordNet [78], and FrameNet [79].
– Bias emerging at different generation stages as with general datasets. For example, we have seen an example of evaluation bias in [80], as shown in the differences between expert and crowdsourced annotations in a natural language generation over knowledge graphs task.

– Bias due to transparency and currency issues [81], as there needs to be more information about the source of the data, and whether it is up to date, in order to assess bias and ensure appropriateness before putting them into practice.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, this survey shows the applicability of conceptual semantics to alleviate bias in AI. From over a thousand initial search results, we have followed a systematic approach and analysed 24 studies that use formal knowledge representations (i.e., taxonomies, thesaurus, ontologies, KGs, KBs, or the Linked Open Data) to identify, capture, or mitigate bias. Based on the bias and fairness literature, we provide an ample understanding and categorisation of bias, considering its type, origin, and impact.

Our findings show that semantics help in a number of AI systems (i.e., IR, RS, ML, DL, and NLP), and they do so mainly to reduce its detrimental effects or model it as part of the system to improve it. Comparing semantic methodologies to other state-of-the-art bias mitigation approaches, we see semantics fit within data augmentation (increasing the sample size), data enrichment (increasing the number of features to provide relevant information), and data correction techniques (changing the data to account for bias). Given the increasing use in the recent years of semantics, particularly of KGs, we conclude that semantics are helpful to address a significant number of biases in AI.

We bring awareness to the current limitations of previous studies, which fall mainly into the lack of understanding and need to develop more robust bias evaluation metrics that go beyond established sensitive information and space captured by the features in the dataset, as this does not necessarily capture all the relevant information necessary to build fair AI systems [69]. We also discuss some issues of bias within the semantic resources (e.g., gender and demographic bias in the data, data quality, or bias in the annotations), which need to be taken into careful consideration before putting them into practice.

However, this survey succeeds to position the work of the Semantic Web community in the past decade within the context of bias in AI and provides an analysis of the intersection of both areas of research to help future researchers identify and nurture the advantages these technologies bring. Bias in AI is a fundamental and urgent issue to ensure the applicability of automated systems in society, and semantics can be of paramount importance to improve bias accountability by extracting sense from the data they use.
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